
MEETING 13 MINUTES: 

 

Called to Order   UPAMD Power Subgroup meeting – Paul Panepinto                      7:06am Pacific 7 April 2011 

I.       Introductions/Attendance 

Lee, Gary, Bob, Edgar, Paul 

 

II.       Presentation of 03/24/2011 Power Subgroup Meeting 11 Notes 

Bob – Approved, Gary Seconded. 

 

III.       Approval of 04/07/2011 Power Subgroup Agenda 

Gary – Motion, Lee - Second 

 

IV.       IEEE Call for Patents. See 

https://development.standards.ieee.org/myproject/Public/mytools/mob/slideset.pdf   

 

V.  Reminder that there will be a vote on the main UPAMD Working Group to change the non-sparking goal to 

a Low Energy Connect or Disconnect Goal 

 

VI.  Review the current template of UPAMD power adapter requirements and state machine 

Bob took us through the current draft.  The document defines ports and classes.  Defines required and 

optional messages – there is no support for a dumb source.  A Fault message is defined – do we need it? 

 

Gary’s High Level Diagram was discussed next.  Bob will augment it with some descriptive statements for 

each node. 

 

Bob covered his detailed diagram.  After asking questions like, “How do I know what to expect from the 

other side?” and “What do I need to know about a connected device’s ability to reverse direction?”, Bob 

made some changes.  He also combined multiple states into a single state driven by if-then-else logic. 

 

Paul will send the Power subgroup (and Edgar will send the Communications subgroup) a message for 

members to review and comment the latest draft.  Edgar recommends to categorize the comments into: 

(a) What info is needed 

(b) How is the info to be used? 

 

You have to take a close look at the cases of what is supposed to happen when you connect devices or make 

other state changes. 

 

To prove the system works, we need to break it down into a hierarchy where interfaces and behavior are 

defined at each level and we need to satisfy ourselves that all inputs produce correct outputs. 

 

So, it is critical that we get feedback. 

 

VII. Bob would like to discuss the 2030 Smart Grid and its possible relevance for UPAMD to comply 

Bob will move to draft section of private page and we should review it.  Huge move driven by NIST for 

Smart Grid compliance for standards, governments, etc. making it happen.  Question: Anyone represented 

here being asked to comply?  Lee will ask.  It hasn’t yet showed up on the radar. 

 

Zigbee selected by DoE and IEEE for HAN devices. 

 

Lee says we need to understand the messages coming in from Smart Grid so we can determine if/what the 

adapter needs to do.  Model: Smart Grid � Adapter (serves as Gateway to Sink).  Adapter communicates to 

sink via UPAMD and to Smart Grid via Zigbee or wireless.  Something for Edgar’s group.  Who sets the 

policy decisions and how?  Device makes the decision, but the Adapter is a conduit.  Can use the same 

standard to shed load. 

 

Adapter is not policy maker TODAY, but communicator.  Try to combine messages with Smart Grid, but 

don’t want to get so bogged down in implementing these policies such that we delay the UPAMD standard.  

End Device sets policy, except for dumb devices.  Pinto would argue that you can’t shed power to dumb 

devices.  Encapsulate Smart Grid data and pass back and forth. 

 



Is there some state change level to change power level?  Smart Grid makes a request.  Need to study 

implementation and info exchange. 

 

Bob – Can you summarize interesting / relevant concepts in 2030 that you have discovered so far?  How 

different than SEP 2.0?  Paul will contact Zigbee Alliance and ask for a position on their standard and IEEE 

2030. 

 

Actions: Lee and Gary, please find out what your companies see as IEEE 2030 or Smart Grid that may 

affect your products.  Paul and Edgar to request subgroups to review Draft UPAMD doc and provide 

feedback.  Edgar suggests categorizing the feedback into What info is needed and How the info is 

used. 

 

Edgar to review moving some of the messages into the CAN-bus headers.  That can reduce message 

requirements. 

 

VIII. New business? 

 

IX. Adjourn 

Bob – Moved at 8:27am. 

 


